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Designed to provide students with a foundation in understanding and interpreting histologic and

cytologic preparations, Color Atlas of Veterinary Histology is a practical benchside reference

focusing on the normal histology of eight common domestic species. Â  This Third Edition has been

revised with new images, information, and updated terminology throughout.Â  Introductory chapters

have also been expanded to offer more complete coverage of the basic types of tissues, providing

an even more thorough grounding in the principles of histology. For the first time, the more than 900

photomicrographs are available digitally in an interactive atlas on CD, offering images available for

download with zoom capability.Â  The new edition of this veterinary-specific histology atlas provides

veterinary and veterinary technician students with an essential pictorial resource for interpreting

histologic preparations.
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General

This atlas provides wonderful full color pictures of cells and tissues from several animal groups. The

pictures are logically grouped by tissue type with examples from different species being shown

together. Many of the sections have brief, but useful introductions. All the pictures are well labeled

and have a brief discription of important characteristics of the specific cells or tissue types

presented.It likely to be useful to individuals working in veterinary science, animal science or animal

research.



An amazing book with great colorful pictures. It begins from how to prepare histologic sections to

the description of the most important tissues, organs and systems of eight species (dog, cat, horse,

cow, sheep, goat, pig, and chicken). Before the pictures, the book gives you a very useful and brief

chapter introduction. It also has a detailed glossary containing nearly 750 words. A necesary book

for a veterinary student. El mejor libro de histologia veterinaria que he visto!

I bought this book for veterinary school as it was a required textbook. I was so pleased to find this

on  as it is much more expensive to buy in the bookstore. I really enjoyed this book.As far as

medical books go, I thought this one was easy to understand. It does a great job at explaining things

and was a perfect supplementation to my class. This really help understand lectures and notes. It

helped even more when I needed to study for the test as this is what I reference the most. I was

very pleased by the book.

Very helpful for histology lab. Great colored pictures. I like the brief summaries at the beginning of

the chapter, too. The CD is not very easy to use (kind of slow, hard to navigate the menus), but I still

like it when I don't have the book with me.

The content in the book itself is fantastic. Great pictures and keys but with little description. This

book must be paired with a physiology book to get the most bang for your buck. There are lots of

helpful hints that make histology easy enough to learn. I rated four stars because of the fact that the

seller sent me a bent book and was not as new as expected.

This was a purchase for my daughter who is in vet school, she loves the book though says it could

contain a lot more descriptions only reason we are giving it 4 stars rather than that, amazing quality

pictures!

In its succinctness, this atlas has value. There is no extraneous fluff to detract from the main points;

concise text and gorgeous histological photos.

A complete version of animal histology including all species!!! I love the quality of the book, the great

quality of all photomicrographs!!!
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